
Wild�owers in Brill

Would you like to see areas of wildflowers within Brill Village?

45 answers

Yes 43 votes 95.6%

No 1 vote 2.2%

Maybe 1 vote 2.2%



If yes or maybe, please suggest places within Brill Village that could be set aside this year for wildflowers.

37 answers

The Green  

Brae Hill verges/circle at bottom of Brae Hill  

Edge of football �eld

I LOVE wild �owers, so anywhere and everywhere the PC see �t! Maybe by the entrance signs to the village, if I had to say speci�cally.

The green and the square

Under the small trees at the Tramhill end of the football pitch

The Lawns

On the verges and the patch of land by the bungalows on The Firs/Spa Close

As many places as possible!

The Green has edge patches that could be colonized by "Wilding " ( very successfully done even in Regents Park in London. ) - a patch

can be left to grow with a mown strip to mark and a sign to say this is not just a mistake, Then local wild �ower plants or seeds inserted.

It should not look like a municipal park. A few nudges needed to prevent nettles taking hold , or thistles taking over.. Sites need to be

chosen carfully so that walking is not made dif�cult. The Green is often (regrettably) used for car parking by people going to the school

and they would doubtless oppose unless we clarify that the wild�ower strip would be where children walking to school would see

them. , say along the north edge of the green. 

On the other side there is a neglected patch leading to the big gate leading into the �elds to the south.

Road verges

walk up to Sports and Social, The Green (perhaps an un-mown small area), verges down towards Oakley, area at bottom of Temple St

on grassed area by Ormond House, grass on The Square by the bus stop, slope down from Brae Hill to Colley Close

Verges coming into the village

Parts of The Green, verge on S SIDE of The Square, wide verges at Windmill St opposite Pheasant

on the green and the square

Part of the verge opposite the Pointer. This could have a strip down the centre or the whole verge. The areas on Tram Hill that are

sloped and already tricky to mow. The verge area leading out of the village on the Oakley Road. The area leading out of the village on

the Thame Road, opposite turning to the surgery

In the Firs a piece of land on the right immediately after entrance to Spa Close

1. South side of Colley Close area of lawn/grassland

2. Neglectected corner of the Firs opposite John and Mary Spence's house

Verges of cricket �eld.

Any available space



on some approach road sides into the village + around /near some of the ponds on the common. Some grass verges on the green - it

could also be used to prevent cars parking on grassy verges but frankly people need somewhere to park and that may just amplify the

issue.

I can’t think of anywhere. The square or the Green but may get trampled on/parked on. Donkey �eld would be better.

Road side verges as one approaches village.  

Curved area of grass in front of house on corner next to Pointer.

The square 

The area in front of the church  

Some of the verges heading out of the village

Everywhere!!

The green in front of the church, the grass triangle in front of the Pheasant and the grass verges on the right hand side as you leave

Brill past the windmill

On the green

People will only park on them causing unnecessary con�ict.

As many verges as possible. The Green. Might also reduce unwanted parking if it was used in some areas.

on the green

Edges of the playing �eld, the circle on brae hill, the green, verges in and out of the village, a border around the bus shelter.

Maybe through the walks but I guess it depends if they are sheep friendly. Such a marvellous job has already been done to make the

walks so lovely so this would be a bonus

Road verges, church green, common, square, everywhere...... : )

Areas of The Green, The Square, and the Walks!

Roadside verges, 

War memorial

In the Firs, opposite Spa Close. On verge going down to the Doctors.

bottom of brae hill road

The Walks. Tram hill along the roadside.

Parts of the common and maybe on the hill by sports and social club


